## STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT
DAKOTA COUNTY, MINNESOTA
NOVEMBER 4, 2008

### INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS
To vote, completely fill in the oval(s) next to your choice(ies) like this:

### FEDERAL OFFICES
**VOTE FOR ONE TEAM**
- JOHN MCCAIN AND SARAH PALIN
  - Republican
- BARACK OBAMA AND JOE BIDEN
  - Democratic-Farmer-Labor
- CYNTHIA MCKINNEY AND ROSA CLEMENTE
  - Green
- ROGER CORDERO AND AYLYNN KENNEDY
  - Socialist Workers
- MALPH HARD AND MATT GONZALES
  - Independent
- BOB SARR AND WAYNE A. ROOT
  - Libertarian
- CHUCK BALDWIN AND DARRELL CASTLE
  - Constitution

**FEDERAL OFFICES**
**VOTE FOR ONE TEAM**

### CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT
- To vote for a proposed constitutional amendment, completely fill in the oval next to the word "YES" for that question. To vote against a proposed constitutional amendment, completely fill in the oval next to the word "NO" for that question.

- CLEAN WATER, WILDLIFE, CULTURAL HERITAGE, AND NATURAL AREAS
  - Shall the Minnesota Constitution be amended to dedicate funding to protect our drinking water sources, to protect, enhance, and restore our wetlands, prairies, forests, and fish, game, and wildlife habitat; to preserve our arts and cultural heritage; to support our parks and trails; and to protect, enhance, and restore our lakes, rivers, streams, and groundwater by increasing the sales and use tax rate beginning July 1, 2009, by three-eighths of one percent on taxable sales until the year 2034? **YES**

### CITY OFFICES
**CITY OF LAKEVILLE**

- MAYOR **VOTE FOR ONE**
  - PENNY WILFF
  - HOLLY DAHL
  - Other (write in)

- COUNCIL MEMBER **VOTE FOR UP TO TWO**
  - JAURIE RIEB
  - KEVIN SWEENEKER
  - SUNNY BHARTI
  - BROOKS LILLEY
  - V. PETER "PETE" VON HOHENBERG
  - Other (write in)

### UNITED STATES SENATOR
**VOTE FOR ONE**
- DEAN BARKLEY
  - Independent
- NORM COLEMAN
  - Republican
- AL FRANZEN
  - Democratic-Farmer-Labor
- CHARLES ALDICH
  - Libertarian
- JAMES REMACK
  - Green

### UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
**DISTRICT 2**
**VOTE FOR ONE**
- JOHN KLINE
  - Republican
- STEVE BAHR
  - Democratic-Farmer-Labor

### COUNTY OFFICES
- SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR **DISTRICT 2**
**VOTE FOR ONE**
- SCOTT NORDSTAD
- MARIAN BROWN
- VICTORIA A. DVORSK

### STATE OFFICES
- STATE REPRESENTATIVE **DISTRICT 3A**
**VOTE FOR ONE**
- MART LIZ HULBERG
  - Republican
- DAVE LINDGREN
  - Democratic-Farmer-Labor
- COLIN LEE
  - Libertarian

### STATE OFFICES
- SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR **DISTRICT 5**
**VOTE FOR ONE**
- JOE MEYERS
- MICHAEL T. CARR

### VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT
FRONT CARD 119 REPER 10-2 “LAKEVILLE 5-2”
## STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT
**Dakota County, Minnesota**
**November 4, 2008**

### SCHOOL DISTRICT OFFICES
*Independent School District No. 194*  
(Lakeville)

- **School Board Member**  
  *Vote for up to three*
  - Kathy Lewis
  - Judy Kellner
  - Ron Sischock
  - Randy Pronschinske
  - Bob Erickson

### JUDICIAL OFFICES

#### Supreme Court
**Associate Justice 3**  
*Vote for one*
- Jim Tingelstad
- Paul H. Anderson incumbent

#### 1st District Court
**Judge 32**  
*Votetor One*
- Joseph Carter incumbent
- Nathanial J. Reitz

#### Associate Justice 4
**Vote for one**
- Deborah Heilund
- Lorrie Scherber Gildea incumbent

### Court of Appeals

#### Judge 15
*Vote for one*
- Jerri J. Spenceburner incumbent
- Dan Griffith

#### Judge 1
*Vote for one*
- Edward Toussaint, Jr. incumbent

#### Judge 8
*Vote for one*
- Thomas J. Kaltwasser incumbent
- Jason Lewis

#### Judge 9
*Vote for one*
- Roger N. Klahnke incumbent
- Jason Lewis

#### Judge 10
*Vote for one*
- Harriet Lang incumbet
- Jason Lewis

#### Judge 15
*Vote for one*
- Kevin G. Ross incumbent
- Jason Lewis

### JUDICIAL OFFICES

#### Judge 1
*Vote for one*
- Carol Hooper incumbent
- Lorrie Scherber Gildea incumbent

#### Judge 5
*Vote for one*
- Kevin W. Eide incumbent
- Dan Griffith

#### Judge 13
*Vote for one*
- Robert R. King, Jr. incumbent

#### Judge 15
*Vote for one*
- Edward Lynch incumbent
- Edward Toussaint, Jr. incumbent

#### Judge 16
*Vote for one*
- Shawn Moyes incumbent
- Edward Lynch incumbent

#### Judge 17
*Vote for one*
- Thomas G. McCarthy incumbent

#### Judge 21
*Vote for one*
- Harriet Lang incumbent
- Richard C. Perkins incumbent

#### Judge 22
*Vote for one*
- Michael V. Soifs incumbent
- Sharon O. Byers

#### Judge 27
*Vote for one*
- Mike Farrow incumbent
- Sharon O. Byers

#### Judge 28
*Vote for one*
- Karen Aphaus incumbent

#### Judge 30
*Votetor One*
- Thomas W. Bibus incumbent

#### Judge 31
*Vote for one*
- Mary Theisen incumbent
- Sharon O. Byers

---

U.S. Senator  
*District: Lakeville P.3*  
*Challenged ballot: 12*  
*Challenged by Franken*  
*Challenge reason: NOT COLEMAN DISTINGUISHING MARK*

---

**VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT**